Hello parents, carers and the school community.

Do you enjoy cooking..? Do you like helping children learn..? If you can answer ‘yes’ to both of these questions, then we need you!! We are planning to start offering some cooking lessons at some stage next term as part of our new Millner on the Move project - see page two of this newsletter for more information!

Also on the horizon for next term’s launch of Millner on the Move is some special short courses on Robotics and Coding, for students identified as being talented with or passionate about Digital Technologies. Down the track, we are also hoping to offer some specialised learning opportunities in areas such as Sport, Visual Arts, Gardening, Creative Writing and Performing Arts.

Just a couple of reminders to finish on:

- This Friday [June 17] is a pupil-free day.
- This week’s assembly will happen tomorrow [Thursday] morning.
- Next Monday [June 20] will be our School Council meeting - all interested parents are invited to attend.
**Millner Primary School**

Achieving Together and Building Respect

**Cooking at Millner**

*Millner’s Kitchen Rules..? Millner MasterChef..? We’re not sure what we are going to call it yet, but we want to start offering some cooking lessons for students that are good at or particularly interested in cooking!*

This program will be part of our **Millner on the Move** project, a Gifted and Talented-type program, which aims to give our students more opportunity to learn about and develop in areas that they are particularly good at or passionate about.

**So, we need an adult to do some simple cooking with small groups of children.** We are aiming for these sessions to be on a Friday, but we can be flexible about days and times... This will be a paid position.

I did try George Calombaris and Manu, but they regretfully said that they were a little too busy to work with Millner this time around...

Please email, ring or come in and see us to let us know if you are interested in doing some simple cooking with a small group of students – our tummies are grumbling in anticipation!

Thanks,

Warwick Peter-Budge

Principal
Sports Day!!!
LUNCH ORDER SPECIALS WEEK 11

Monday– Baked Whole Potatoes with Bolognaise Sauce
Tuesday– Beef, Blackbean & Rice
Wednesday– Satay Chicken & Rice
Thursday– Nacho’s
Friday– TBA

ALL SPECIALS ARE $6

ORDERS MUST BE PLACED INTO THE BOX IN THE OFFICE BY 8.30AM Please supply your own bags...the Office does not have any.

hAPPY bIRTHDAY

Tayla Moffatt Anayas Anderson

Jamie Hart Tyrose Reardon